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BACKGROUND

On October 31st, 2008, Satoshi Nakamoto presented a white paper
introducing Bitcoin (BTC) – BTC: A Digital Cash System in a Peer-to-Peer
Network, heralding the birth of a decentralized network facilitating value
exchange. Subsequently, the digital assets realm constructed on blockchain
technology has flourished, commanding a market value surpassing 2 trillion
dollars and expanding its influence.

In the early days of this sector, numerous projects faced challenges in
implementation, while the rising demand for digital asset issuance was
predominantly driven by trading activities. As a result, exchanges emerged
as crucial intermediary platforms, meeting diverse investment needs and
playing a vital role in the industry's swift development. Despite this
progress, this era was not without significant setbacks. In a regulatory
environment lacking strict oversight, the economic model at the time spun
out of control. Monopolistic competition created an atmosphere where
investors were often exposed to covert activities, misappropriation, and
security risks, all while being left out of the benefits of industry
advancement.

As the industry entered its second phase, new trading platforms emerged
alongside notable competitors. Established exchanges faced a crucial
decision point, prompting a significant overhaul to ensure fair distribution
of industry benefits among peers. The key challenge was to navigate market
dynamics by implementing comprehensive reforms in token economics,
governance mechanisms, and ecosystem development. Acknowledging
these challenges as industry pioneers, the BITRO team embarked on a
mission driven by duty and responsibility. Leveraging our expertise in
trading platforms and deep market insights, we proudly introduced the
BITRO trading platform. This platform is set to serve as the cornerstone for
all projects within WEALTH BUILDERS NATION (WBN) in the long term.
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ABOUT BITRODESK

BITRODESK Exchange, established by experienced quantitative trading
teams from Africa, Wall St., Colombia, Dubai, UAE, Europe, and Japan,
alongside blockchain experts in a decentralized and self-organizing
manner, functions as a platform for trading and circulating blockchain-
based assets. Dedicated to creating a leading global trading platform for
blockchain assets, BTRC offers users secure, convenient, and intelligent
asset circulation services by consolidating high-quality blockchain assets
worldwide and integrating advanced security technology.

BTRC currently offers diverse trading options, including token-to-
token, OTC, contract, PoS Pool, and wealth management products.
All profits from trading fees are used to buy back and burn BITRO, the
platform's token, until only 10 million tokens are left. The total BITRO
supply is 50 million, with more than 5 million tokens already
repurchased and burned.
Additionally, the BITRO token serves as proof of rights for the
BITRODESK community, granting holders the ability to participate in
community event voting, team elections, and more.
By actively engaging in empowerment initiatives, BITRODESK aims to
maximize the ecological advantages of a self-governing community.

As we kicked off 2024, CoinMarketCap presented a
comprehensive analysis of the crypto market for

January 2024. This eventful month marked a historic
milestone for the crypto industry, with the U.S. SEC
approving spot Bitcoin ETFs. The report also probes
deeper, exploring key trends and metrics from 2023,

offering insightful analysis into top-performing
tokens, leading crypto exchanges, DeFi protocols,

Layer-1 and Layer-2 networks, NFTs, and more.
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In the rapidly expanding secondary market for digital assets, there are
currently over 600 digital asset trading platforms and more than 50 million
active investing groups globally, with over 580 million crypto holders. Since
December 2023, according to Coinmarketcap, the daily trading volume in the
global digital asset market has surpassed $80 billion, with a total market
capitalization exceeding $2.34 trillion. 
Despite being an emerging financial asset, blockchain digital assets have not
yet attracted mainstream financial institutions due to their short history and
limited market size. Consequently, there are only a few financial asset trading
platforms offering services to digital asset users post BITCOIN ETF approval. 
However, some major trading platforms, although involved in traditional
financial transactions, lack user-friendly technical architectures, resulting in
losses and asset misappropriation, especially among new users. These
platforms fail to meet the requirements of professional financial systems,
particularly in efficiently handling concurrent transactions, leading to failures
during transaction peaks and financial losses for customers. Moreover, many
trading platforms exhibit imperfect business flow processing, lack essential
functions, and do not fully cater to investors' needs.
 The isolation of users on individual platforms and the absence of inter-
platform connections limit market depth, hindering a seamless transaction
experience for investors. Notably, the custody of blockchain digital assets
lacks a trusted third party, with all client assets being held by the platforms,
necessitating stringent system security measures to prevent attacks by
malicious entities. Breaches in security links could result in substantial losses
for platforms, as evidenced by several exchanges being hacked, leading to
users losing their assets. The recent surge in Bitcoin's value has attracted
serious investors globally, indicating a growing interest in digital assets as
viable investments.

Investment opportunities extend beyond Bitcoin, with alternative digital
assets such as MATIC,BNB and Ethereum attracting investors' interest.
Additionally, startups are leveraging the blockchain trend by introducing
new digital assets to secure project funding, leading to considerable
achievements. This trend highlights the potential for blockchain digital
assets to shape a promising future as increased market resources flow into
this growing sector.
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Our goal is to utilize our knowledge and resources to create a globally
interconnected trading platform. This platform will provide secure,

dependable, and professional services to investors and entrepreneurs
worldwide. Our objective is to support the ongoing growth and advancement

of the blockchain sector, aiding in its transformation into a mainstream
financial environment. Additionally, we seek to enhance accessibility to crypto

assets in the real world through our robust API integrations.
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As a globally integrated trading platform, Bitrodesk is well-positioned to offer a
wide range of system functionalities, including spot trading, futures contract
trading, over-the-counter trading, whole-network trading, decentralized
trading, and crypto-to-fiat trading options. Serving the diverse needs of many
investors, Bitrodesk emphasizes robust security measures and a reliable
infrastructure to ensure a safe trading environment. Additionally, Bitrodesk's
innovative online trading model effectively matches the market depth of major
global exchanges, further boosting liquidity levels. Through its whole-network
trading system, Bitrodesk aims to establish itself as a key liquidity provider for
digital assets worldwide.

FEATURES OF OUR TRADING PLATFORM

Token-based Rebates to Achieve Benefit
Sharing

Within the BITRODESK ecosystem, BTRC holders have
access to various benefits and privileges such as BTRC
appreciation, asset value growth, rebates on platform
revenue, governance participation, voting rights, and
more. The BITRODESK Platform implements a buy-back
and burn mechanism to reduce the number of BTRC
TOKENS, enhancing the experience for BITRO holders
within the BITRODESK community.

One-stop service

By integrating top global industry resources, BTRC
aims to develop a comprehensive digital asset
circulation platform. Leveraging its extensive
industry expertise, BTRC offers project parties and
investors a range of services including token
circulation, trading, and time deposit, ensuring
efficient and secure digital asset circulation on the
platform.
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SECURITY

The BITRODESK technical team has developed an
advanced security risk control system and an anti-
DDOS system using their vast expertise in the
digital asset sector. By implementing security
measures like multi-signature, offline signature,
and layered architecture, BTRC safeguards its
digital assets in a cold wallet, ensuring the utmost
protection for every investor.

Super Nodes, Strong Community
Support

BITRODESK, functioning as a supportive ecosystem,
fuels blockchain enthusiasts with the dynamic energy
produced by blockchain technology. It consolidates
the contributions of all nodes to foster comprehensive
ecological development, paving the way for new
strategies to align with market trends. This initiative
aims to propel the sustainable growth of the
blockchain industry in harmony with a robust
community consensus.
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BITRODESK ASSET SCREENING STANDARDS

In the fast-evolving blockchain industry, distinguishing between
projects driven by excessive funding and those offering genuine value
has become BITRODESK's primary focus when selecting tokens,
ensuring the protection of community users.
Drawing from the historical lessons of the Internet boom, it is evident
that the majority of start-ups are bound to fail, with only a few
surviving in the long run.
Survival rates in the blockchain sector are notably low. Following the
last two bull runs, five of the top 20 digital currencies have plummeted
to zero, while others are on the brink of collapse. Notably, Bitcoin and
ETH have emerged as resilient survivors, boasting significant growth of
178% and 118% respectively in the past year. Their remarkable overall
increase of 100,653,200.89% and 120,965.97% respectively has
positioned them as leaders in the current cycle. The investment logic
in blockchain mirrors that of the Internet, emphasizing the importance
of enduring market fluctuations to emerge as successful projects.
Bitrodesk has forged strong partnerships with reputable rating
agencies, ensuring that projects undergo rigorous screening before
launch, in line with established criteria. Additionally, a dedicated team
monitors project and community progress, ensuring smooth project
launches.

Future plans involve refining the project screening process based on
community votes, allowing investors to engage early on and exercise
their investment rights. By introducing a trinity framework involving
the platform, investors, and rating agencies, the goal is to efficiently
bring high-quality projects to investors.
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Introduction to Bitrodesk Technical Team

The core members of BITRODESK's technical team have extensive
backgrounds from prominent domestic IT and cryptocurrency enterprises
like Skyworld, Binance, and Visa. With an average of over 14 years of
experience, they possess a strong technical foundation.
In 2013, the team ventured into blockchain technology development.
Initially, the core members were part of TILYCOIN's founding partners and
the Binancesmartchain mining pool, a renowned mining pool domestically.
They established the first SC mining pool in Dubai and ranked among the
top 10 global BNB mining pools in 2022.
Additionally, the team contributed to the largest P2P market in Colombia,
yielding consistent returns. Moreover, they excelled in technology
implementation, such as investing over $100,000 in Matics on the latest
Metacloudx liquidity mining protocol. Two years ago, they achieved sales
exceeding $11 million in an experimental project, resulting in nearly a
tenfold increase in profits.
Currently, leveraging their unique attributes and technical expertise, the
team is focused on developing the BITRODESK Exchange. Their goal is to
establish an exchange with exceptional performance and user experience,
aiming to bring a fresh perspective to the realm of cryptocurrencies.

BITRO COIN（BTRC）

What is BTRC?
Bitro coin represents the rights and interests of the BITRODESK trading
platform. With a fixed total circulation of 50 MILLION BTRC,  which will
never  increase. 
Holders of BTRC can benefit from various rights and interests, such as
asset appreciation, revenue rebates, governance, voting, and more. To
acquire BTRC, you can purchase them from private sales, on the
BITRODESK platform or other platforms where BTRC is available.
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BITRO COIN RIGHTS & INTRESTS

As the advocate for the rights and interests of the BITRODESK
trading platform, BTRC stands as the foundation of the platform's
ecological growth and the validation of circulating encrypted digital
rights and interests.

RIGHTS AND INTERESTS
DESCRIPTION OF RIGHTS

AND INTERESTS

BUY BACK AND BURN

BITRODESK wiil use 100%
profit from trading fees to
buy back and burn BTRC

each month.

BUY BACK AND BURN MECHANISM

Starting April 1, 2024, the BITRODESK community members voted to
eliminate the profit-sharing mechanism for BTRC. Instead, they decided to
allocate 80% of the trading fees from the private sale to repurchase and
burn BTRC every month.
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TEAM
45%

SEED SALE
20.6%

ECOLOGICAL FOUNDATION
17.9%

PRIVATE SALE
16.5%

BTRC DISTRIBUTION MECHANISM

% AMOUNT
 BITRO COIN

PARTICIPANT

45%

17.9%

16.5%

20.6%

22,500,000

8,950,000

8,250,000

10,,300,000

FOUNDING TEAM

ECOLOGICAL FOUNDATION

PRIVATE SALE

SEED SALE

COIN NAME 
TICKER
TOTAL SUPPLY 

BITRO COIN
BTRC
50,000,000
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The Significance of the BTRC Brand

The Bitrodesk Exchange brand embodies precision and sophistication with its
13-edged Diamond shaped Letter "B" logo, symbolizing reliability and

innovation. Its signature purple hue represents creativity and uniqueness,
reflecting a forward-thinking vision in the cryptocurrency exchange space.

 Overall, the design communicates a blend of reliability and forward-thinking
vision, fitting for an exchange token aiming to stand out in a competitive

market.



RELEASE MECHANISM

The ICO will take place in MATIC on various platforms worldwide.

ICO Schedule:
All times mentioned below are in Gulf Standard Time (GST), UTC+4 hours.

DATE TASK

2024/03/04 BITRODESK project commencement confirmed.

2024/03/07
The initial draft of the white paper has been finished

and shared with potential angel investors.

2024/03/14
Announcement of  the Bitrodesk ICO plan and

unveil the white paper to the public.

2024/04/01 ICO starts (platform will be available soon)

2024/04/14
Bitrodesk.com version 0.2 is now live, and all trading

commences.

2024/04/22 ICO , finishes , when ever all coins are sold out

The ICO will begin at 1PM on April 1st, allowing investors to
purchase tokens on a first-come, first-served basis until all
10,000,000 tokens are sold out.

 As each new phase is unlocked, the coin  price will increase.

 Investors can expect to receive BTRC within 5-10 working days
immediately after the ICO ends. See the detailed schedule below:
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ICO PHASE 1ST WEEK 2ND WEEK 3RD WEEK

GST/GMT +4

100, MATIC

1:00 PM  APRIL 1ST-
1:00 PM APRIL 7TH

2500 BTRC

1:00 PM APRIL 7TH -
1:00 PM APRIL 14TH

1:00 PM APRIL 14TH -
1:00 PM APRIL 22

2300 BTRC 2000 BTRC

Seed Sale:

10% of the total supply, which amounts to 10,300,000 BTRC, will be available at
a rate of 1 matic = 25 BTRC. 
20% of this will be allocated for rewards. 
Initially, 30% of the principal will be released, and the remaining 70% of the
locked principal and rewards will be distributed monthly over 7 months.
Ecological Release:

BTRC Ecological Foundation will create a budget based on operational needs
and decide on releases through voting. 
The budgeted amount will be released in stages to meet actual demand.

Team Release:

The full release is expected by January 2027. 
BITRO will conduct a poll in December 2023 to determine the release
method and pace during its transition to a new blockchain.

Private sale: 16.5% of the total supply which is 8,250,000 BTRC  will be
available for Angel investors and private sale holders at a rate almost 5 -10
times lesser than the market price , the minimum buy will be 300 matic and
above for private holders  and 10,000 Matic and above for angel investors.
Angel investors will recieve at a rate 5X lesser than private holdedrs . 
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BTRC VESTING PLAN FOR TEAM

Innitial release: 25% (5,625,000)

AFTER 1 YEAR
AFTER 2 YEAR 
AFTER 3 YEAR 

25% (5,625,000)
25% (5,625,000)
25% (5,625,000)

 Funds Usage 

40% of the funds will go towards developing the Bitrodesk platform and
making enhancements to the system. This allocation covers team
recruitment, training, and the development budget.

30% of the funds will be allocated to Bitrodesk branding and marketing
efforts, which involve ongoing promotion and education about Bitrodesk
and blockchain advancements through industry channels. Another portion
of the budget will be designated for diverse advertising activities aimed at
boosting Bitrodesk's visibility among investors and attracting engaged
users to the platform.

15% of the sales will be set aside as a reserve to handle any unforeseen
emergencies or unexpected situations that may arise.

10% of the funds will be set aside as back up liquidity for all other projects
under Wealth Builders Nation ,and the same scenario will occur each time
WBN launches a new product there by creating a robust ecosystem
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MARCH 2024

APRIL 2024

JUNE,2024

AUGUST, 2024

Q4 2024

Q1 ,2025

Q2, 2025

The official launch of transactions including
private sales, assessing digital assets based
on the Bitrodesk asset evaluation system to

prepare them for listing and circulation.

Launch of new web version ,
public beta and 

official ICO

App launch with crypto-fiat
 functionalities

Launch of miinting incentive mechanism 
and liquidity pools.

Launch off C2C ,fiat trading and 
contract trading

Launch of financial derivatives 
based on digital currenciy,futures,

indexfunds etc

Establishment of Bitro project incubation labs 
and Bitro exchange ecosystem
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This document serves as an informational guide and does not offer opinions on
the exchange of BITRODESK for payment or participation in platform
investment. Please note that the information provided should not be
considered as investment advice, and users intending to invest should have a
clear understanding of the risks associated with BTRC.

In the current landscape, the regulation of blockchain projects and digital
token-based financing methods remains unclear in some countries, posing a
potential for participant loss due to changes in laws or policies. Investors
making independent decisions are encouraged to fully comprehend and
accept the risks, including policy, regulatory, compliance, business cycle,
network security, technology development, management, digital currency
industry, price volatility, and other unspecified risks.

BTRC, being a digital asset, involves high uncertainty in transactions. The field
of digital asset trading lacks robust supervision, leading to hidden risks such as
significant fluctuations, continuous trading, and involvement by bankers.
Investors are advised to thoughtfully select their investment methods based
on their personal situation and experience.

For citizens residing in regulated countries like the UAE, China, or the United
States, it is recommended not to invest. In the unfortunate event of project
failure due to market demand, technical issues, or other uncontrollable
factors, the recovery of invested assets, whether in ETH, POLYGON, or other
Tokens, may not be possible. Your understanding and consideration of these
aspects are appreciated.
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